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Keep Geometry Dash Meltdown for Android updated for free from our App You can download Geometry Dash for free on your mobile and now we'll see how. It's a game that arrived on our smartphone a few years ago, but has become one of the mythical on both iOS and Android devices.Actually, playing Geometry Dash isn't too complicated, we just have to click on our mobile phone screen to get different
moves with vehicles. We cannot control the speed of the vehicle, except for speed portals. While this may seem like a simple task, the truth is that this fun game is in big trouble. As with other similar projects, the first levels are simple, fast and practical. They help us gain confidence in ourselves and gain some skills with the dynamics of the game. However, as the levels go, things get complicated.
Geometry Dash game that never diesIs a game of 21 levels plus an extra one that is known as the Challenge. Music accompanies us during these levels and time is a key element. While the game increases its difficulty, you do not have to pass each level to try the next, although effectively, if you do not have enough experience, it will be very difficult for you. If you encounter an obstacle during the game,
you will need to start the level from scratch. One of our goals is to get three secret coins that hide in each level. With these coins you can achieve new achievements. However, the game currently has not received a language translation. This means that it will only be available in English. Although it is not necessarily an obstacle to download it. In fact, the menu is very simple, and we quickly take into
account the importance of the different notifications that appear on the screen. Key features geometry DashPyt action game based on rhythmIt is almost impossible to challenge full geometryBusiness for hoursYou can unlock new icons and colors to customize your charactersYou can use a practical mode to improve your skills before you face the final purchase in the Application LevelNinguna, so you can
enjoy the game for free If there is something we love about the geometry of Dash Dash , is that it has a lot of skins and new colors to change the appearance of our character. This motivates us more to increase our score and thus get more stars and coins. So we hope you could easily download Geometry Dash for free for Android, iPhone or iPad and that you are already enjoying the latest version of the
game. Download the latest Geometry Dash apk game for your device. Geometry Dash is a rhythm platformer developed and released by RobTop Games, where players Shape different entities such as a cube, ball or UFO and navigate through a series of interactive obstacles. It is available for platforms: iOS, Android, Windows Phone, Microsoft Windows and macOS. Gameplay Geometry Dash game uses
touch screen, keyboard, mouse or controller, depending on the platform for the operation of different cars. The player must fly through a series of interactive obstacles, motion-changing conveyors and portals that manipulate behavior to reach the end of the level without crashing, all while listening to exciting soundtracks along the way. There are 21 official levels in the full version of Geometry Dash, 18 of
which are unlocked from the beginning of the game, and the rest must be unlocked as the game progresses. Completing each level of reward grants and levels also contain 3 secret coins that are used to unlock all three locked levels. Players can play levels in almost any order. Players can also earn achievements that can be exchanged for rewards. Players can use a game currency called mana orbs
(collected when completing levels) in the store to purchase items. The game also offers a training mode that can be used for any level, allowing the player to restart at checkpoints placed manually or automatically instead of at the first. But the level can not be officially completed in training mode, although players can receive certain rewards. Geometry Dash also offers the ability to load and download user-
created levels where the player must complete his level with all coins in normal mode to ensure that it is possible to win before it can be loaded. There is also a lite version of the game available on less feature-supported mobile devices. You'll also find free extensions, Dash Meltdown geometry, Geometry Dash World, and Geometry Dash SubZero, including exclusive levels. Other features of dash
geometry include several features, such as: Rhythm-based action platform. Tons of levels with unique soundtracks. Use different moves like Fly Rockets, Flip Gravity and more. Various collectibles that can be used in shops and in the treasury. A set of icons that offers many customization options. Achievements with many rewards. Download the user level. Special map pack and glove levels and weekly
levels. Create and share levels to your liking with the level editor. Daily rewards and tasks. Compete with friends or players from around the world to climb the leaderboards. Geometry Dash game includes Hidden Vault, Vault Secrets, Chamber of Time and Basement. Create a social media user account and secure data backup. Customizable. Game Center integration for iOS devices and integration of
Google Play games for Android devices. Page 2 Keep jumping non-stop platform to play with a single button New Geometry Dash leaves frozen Official Facebook messaging app Social network par excellence on your Android device Best place to buy movies, music or apps from Android Browser check... Skate at full speed and escape the police Enjoy gamecube and Wii games on your Android device
Choose your favorite song and play it on your Android Classic device, which started the Angry Birds saga Slide ball on the floating platform Sonic gives a jump to endless runners climbing at full speed uphill
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